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Limited Release Day of the Dead Inspired Jewelry
Collection by Kaleidoscopes and Polka Dots
October 15th, 1∶16 PM EDT
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LAS VEGAS - October 15, 2020 - (Newswire.com) - Kaleidoscopes and Polka Dots
(https://kaleidoscopesandpolkadots.com/?utm_source=WN) is celebrating life this fall holiday
season with Day Of The Dead inspired handcrafted jewelry via its limited release - Forget Me Not
Collection (https://kaleidoscopesandpolkadots.com/press-release-forget-me-not-2020/?
utm_source=WN). This elegant collection of sugar skull pieces is vibrant in color and detail. The
collection includes sugar skull tassel earrings, bookmarks and a brooch. Each is uniquely

memorable and makes a special gift for the person who has it all and values handcrafted jewelry
with meaning. Each piece is meant to serve as a reminder of the beauty of life and to never take it
for granted.
"2020 may have limited our lives, especially our celebratory experiences, to our homes. As a
product of human innovation, we succeeded in still creating special memories, if only at a
distance ... Generally, Day Of The Dead is celebrated with exuberant festivities to honor the lives
of those we've lost, their accomplishments, their person. It is also a day where we can't help but
celebrate our own lives, where we've been, and where we are going as one day; hopefully,
someone else will be honoring our lives and legacies. My intention with this collection is to honor
the spirit and the ethos of this holiday. Each piece was designed to remind us to live joyfully,
lovingly, and with purpose," said Jessica Gibson, CEO of Kaleidoscopes and Polka Dots.
Designs for the sugar skull earrings feature a variety of tassels. Tassels are adorned with flower
beads, or with Swarovski crystal beads, or with traditional fabric tassels. Given their versatility,
they make up nine out of the 12 pieces that make up this collection.
This collection also features two enchanting bookmarks and a statement brooch. The bookmarks
are the perfect accessory for the book lover who's piles of books seem never-ending. The brooch
is a unique statement piece that is sure to be a conversation starter.
The tassel earrings and brooch make enchanting statement pieces for anyone who is looking to
complement their everyday outfit or to dress up for a costume party. While they are especially
effective accessories this time of year, they work brilliantly all year round as the spirit of the
collection is something one should never forget.
Prices for this limited edition handcrafted collection, which is only available until Nov. 8, 2020,
range in price from $23.24 to $123.32, ensuring there is something here for everyone.

Kaleidoscopes and Polka Dots is a handmade vintage-inspired jewelry and accessories shop that
caters to the vintage-loving soul. Originally established in 2016 as a bookish accessories company,
Kaleidoscopes and Polka Dots is owned and operated by Jessica Gibson out of Las Vegas,
Nevada. For more information regarding this press release, please contact Jessica Gibson at
greetings@kaleidoscopesandpolkadots.com.
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